Genome-wide linkage scan of common stroke in families from northern Sweden.
Taking advantage of low genetic variations in northern Sweden, we performed a genome-wide linkage scan to investigate the susceptibility loci for common forms of stroke. Fifty-six families, containing multiple cases of stroke and whose data had been previously used to replicate linkage to the phosphodiesterase 4D locus on chromosome 5q, were genotyped in a genome-wide scan. Fine mapping was performed, and subsequently 53 additional families from the same region were genotyped over the candidate regions. Linkage calculations were performed by using 3 different disease models, from a very broad (all stroke cases defined by World Health Organization MONICA criteria) to a narrower (ischemic stroke only) stroke phenotype. With all models, nonparametric multipoint linkage analysis yielded allele-sharing log of the odds (LOD) scores >1.2 at 9 locations: 1p34, 5q13, 7q35, 9q22, 9q34, 13q32, 14q32, 18p11, and 20q13. The highest allele-sharing LOD scores were obtained on chromosomes 5q (previously reported), 1p (LOD=2.09), and 18p (LOD=2.14). Fine mapping resulted in increased allele-sharing LOD scores for chromosome 5q (previously reported) and 9q22 (LOD=1.56), but all others decreased. Combining these initial results with a subsequent analysis of 53 additional families, we obtained the highest allele-sharing LOD scores on chromosomes 5q, 13q, and 18p, although none reached the initial genome-wide allele-sharing LOD scores. Genetic analysis of stroke in families from northern Sweden did not identify any new major stroke loci. This indicates that multiple minor susceptibility loci in addition to the previously known locus on chromosome 5 could contribute to the disease.